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DETAILED ACTION
Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1. 114
A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the fee set
forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection. Since this

application is eligible for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, and the fee set
forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e) has been timely paid, the finality of the previous Office action
has been withdrawn pursuant to 37 CFR 1.114. Applicant's submission filed on

08/29/2012 has been entered.
Information Disclosure Statement
Applicant has submitted many new IDS, dated 11/28/2012, 06/01/2012,

05/23/2012, 04/16/2012, 04/12/2012 which include many seemingly irrelevant
documents with respect to the particular invention. While there is no explicit rule which
requires that Applicant only submit the most relevant document it is highly encouraged

to do so. In fact, in MPEP 2004, bullet number 13 states: it is desirable to avoid the
submission of long lists of documents if it can be avoided. Eliminate clearly irrelevant
and marginally pertinent cumulative information, if a tong list is submitted, highlight
those documents which have been specifically brought to applicant's attention and/or

are known to be of most significance. See Penn Yan Boats, inc. v: Sea Lark Boats, Inc.
359 F. Supp. 948, 175 USPQ 260 (SOD. Fla. 1972), aft'd, 479 F.2d 1338, 178 USPQ
577 (5th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 874 (1974) But cf. Molins PLC v Textron fnc.,
48 F.3d 1172, 33 USPQ2d I823 (Fed. Cir. 1995). As noted, it is highly encouraged to
eliminate clearly irrelevant and marginally pertinent cumulative information° Many of the
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references cited in this case are only marginally pertinent (i.e. they are related to bicycle
cranks) but they are not particularly pertinent to the novelty or specific details of the
invenﬂon.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 1 12
The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112(b):
(B) CONCLUSION—The specification shall conclude with one or more claims
particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the subject matter which the inventor or a
joint inventor regards as the invention.
The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AIA), second paragraph:
The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and

distinctly claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.
Claims 1-8, 10-25, 46-50 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112(b) or 35 U.S.C. 112
(pre-AIA), second paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to particularly point
out and distinctly claim the subject matter which the inventor or a joint inventor,
or for pre-AIA the applicant regards as the invention.

Claims 1, 46, 49 and 50 recite the use of a single lever to perform braking and
shifting operations according to very particular functions without reciting any particular
structure which allows the lever to perform these functions.

These recitations do not recite the particular structure which accomplishes the
function or achieves the result. Without reciting the particular structure, all means or
methods of resolving the problem or performing the function may be encompassed by
the claim (i.e. unlimited functional language). The specification only provides support for

the particular embodiment and particular structure that allows for the stated functions to
occur. Furthermore, one of ordinary skill in the art would not know from the claim terms
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what structure or steps are encompassed by the claims. In other words one of ordinary
skill in the art would not know every possible structural permutation that allows for the

stated functions to occur. Thus the specification is not commensurate in scope with the
claims. Please see Supplementary Examination Guidelines for Determining Compliance

With 37 U. S. C. 112 and for Treatment of Related Issues in PatentApp/ications, 76 FR
7162 (Feb. 9, 2011) and/or MPEP 2173.05(g).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103
The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all
obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:
(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

Claims 1-8, 10 and 46-50, as best understood, are rejected under 35 U.S.C.
103(a) as being unpatentable over Tsumiyama et al. (Uspgpub 20020139218) in
view of Jordan et al. (USpgpub 20060207375).
Regarding claim 1, Tsumiyama et al. discloses a control device comprising a

support body (110) configured to be fixed to a handlebar of the bicycle, a single lever
(150) movably connected to the support body and operatively associated with both the
brake and the derailleur (it is capable of operating both brake and derailleur), and an
intermediate shaft (310) having a first end (bottom end) rotatably connected to a main
shaft (131) associated with the single lever (shaft 310 is rotatably connected to the main
shaft 131 since it rotates along with derailleur components about 131) and a second
end (other half of 310 makes up the second end) slidably connected to a derailleur
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component (inner components of the gear shifting device; note the second end as
interpreted is capable of sliding with respect to the derailleur components at least upon

assembly and therefore it is considered slidably connected to them), wherein the single
lever: has a rest position in which it is inactive, moves in a first direction relative to the
support body to operate the brake (lever 36 moves to allow braking to occur) through a
brake cable (142) that is directly connected to an intermediate body (made up from
elements 130 and 160) that is arranged between the support body and the single lever
and moves with the single lever (see figures, the intermediate body as interpreted

above would move with the single lever during braking).
Tsumiyama et al. fails to explicitly disclose the function that the single lever
moves in a second direction relative to the support body, by a first distance to operate
the derailleur in a first derailleur direction and by a second distance to operate the

derailleur in a second derailleur direction. It is noted that the single lever in Tsumiyama
et al. rotates in two opposite directions to perform upshifting and downshifting
operations.

Jordan et al. teaches the functional concept of using a shift control device which
comprises a lever (36) that moves in a second direction relative to the support body, by
a first distance to operate the derailleur in a first derailleur direction and by a second
distance to operate the derailleur in a second derailleur direction for the purpose of
relieving discomfort and loss of control which may result when shifting in a mechanism
which requires an operators fingers to alternate sides of the lever (see paragraph 2).
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It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the
invention was made to have modified the shift control device disclosed by Tsumiyama

et al. to allow for upshifting and downshifting of a single lever in one direction, as taught
by Jordan et al. for the purpose of relieving discomfort and loss of control which may
result when shifting in a mechanism which requires an operators fingers to alternate
sides of the lever (paragraph 2 in Jordan).
Regarding claim 2, Tsumiyama et al. in view of Jordan discloses the second
direction is substantially perpendicular to the first direction (see figures, braking

direction is perpendicular to shifting direction).
Regarding claim 3, Jordan et al. discloses the movement of the derailleur in the
first derailleur direction corresponds to downward gear shifting and the movement of the

derailleur in the second derailleur direction corresponds to upward gear shifting
(paragraph 20).
Regarding claim 4, Jordan et al. discloses the claimed invention except for

explicitly disclosing the movement of the derailleur in the first derailleur direction
corresponds to upward gear shifting and the movement of the derailleur in the second
derailleur direction corresponds to downward gear shifting. It would have been obvious
to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have
reversed the parts necessary to switch the function of the first derailleur direction and
the second derailleur direction, since it has been held that a mere reversal of parts
would have been an obvious expedient.
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Regarding claim 5, Tsumiyama et al. in view of Jordan et al. discloses the
support body [is configured to be gripped in a hand.] (Note there is no particular
structure being claimed here, merely a functional capability)

Regarding claim 6, Tsumiyama et al. discloses the intermediate body is
supported [so that it can move in rotation with respect to the support body about a first
rotational axis] (axis through 131), said single lever moves in rotation with respect to the
intermediate body about a second rotational axis (axis through 310), different from the
first.
Regarding claim 7, Tsumiyama et al. discloses [wherein when the single lever is
in the rest position, said second rotational axis is substantially perpendicular to said first
rotational axis (the axis are perpendicular)
Regarding claim 8, Tsumiyama et al. discloses said first rotational axis is
substantially horizontal with respect to a surface that the bicycle is traveling on (the first
rotational axis is capable of being horizontal depending on how the control device is
oriented on the handlebar and further depending on the type of handlebar it is attached
to).
Regarding claim 10, Tsumiyama et al. discloses the intermediate body comprises
a seat (160) for receiving a widened head of a brake control cable.

Regarding claim 46, Tsumiyama et al. a control device comprising a single lever
(150) movably connected to a support body and operatively associated with both a
brake and a derailleur, and an intermediate shaft (310) having a first end (bottom end)
rotatably connected to a main shaft (131) associated with the single lever (shaft 310 is
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rotatany connected to the main shaft 131 since it rotates along with derailleur
components about 131) and a second end (other half of 310 makes up the second end)

slidably connected to a derailleur component (inner components of the gear shifting
device; note the second end as interpreted is capable of sliding with respect to the
derailleur components at least upon assembly and therefore it is considered slidably
connected to them), wherein the single lever: has a rest position (seen in figures),
moves in a first direction relative to the support body to operate the brake (moves to

allow braking) through a brake cable (142) that is directly connected to an intermediate
body (made up from elements 130 and 160) that is arranged between the support body
and the single lever and moves with the single lever (see figures, the intermediate body

as interpreted above would move with the single lever during braking).
Tsumiyama et al. fails to explicitly disclose the function that the single lever
moves in a second direction, by a first distance that moves the derailleur in a first
derailleur direction, and by a second distance that moves the derailleur in the second
derailleur direction.

Jordan et al. teaches the functional concept of using a shift control device which
comprises a lever (36) that moves in a second direction relative to the support body,

different from the first direction, by a first distance to operate the derailleur in a first
derailleur direction and by a second distance different from the first distance to operate
the derailleur in a second derailleur direction for the purpose of relieving discomfort and
loss of control which may result when shifting in a mechanism which requires an

operators fingers to alternate sides of the lever (see paragraph 2).
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It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the
invention was made to have modified the shift control device disclosed by Tsumiyama

et al. to allow for upshifting and downshifting of a single lever in one direction, as taught
by Jordan et al. for the purpose of relieving discomfort and loss of control which may
result when shifting in a mechanism which requires an operators fingers to alternate

sides of the lever (paragraph 2 in Jordan).
Regarding claim 47, Tsumiyama et al. in view of Jordan et al. discloses a cablewinding bush (22), supported so that it rotates on the support body, on which bush a

derailleur control cable (11) is wound, an indexing mechanism (26) that comprises a
gear wheel supported so that it can move in rotation on the intermediate body between
a predetermined number of predetermined angular positions corresponding to the

desired positions of the derailleur, a transmission mechanism (intermediate shaft in
Jordan et al.) between the cable-winding bush and the gear wheel of the indexing
mechanism, that causes a rotation of the gear wheel to correspond to a rotation of the

cable-winding bush.
Regarding claim 48, Jordan et al. discloses wherein the transmission mechanism
comprises a sliding connection (intermediate shaft and related components is capable
of allowing movement of the members during assembly) that allows substantially linear
movement of said indexing mechanism with respect to said cable-winding bush.
Regarding claim 49, Tsumiyama et al. a control device comprising a support
body (11) configured to be fixed to the handlebar, a lever (150) movably connected to
the support body and operatively associated with both a brake and a derailleur, and an
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intermediate shaft (310) having a first end (bottom end) rotatany connected to a main
shaft (131) associated with the single lever (shaft 310 is rotatably connected to the main
shaft 131 since it rotates along with derailleur components about 131) and a second
end (other half of 310 makes up the second end) slidably connected to a derailleur

component (inner components of the gear shifting device; note the second end as
interpreted is capable of sliding with respect to the derailleur components at least upon
assembly and therefore it is considered slidably connected to them),wherein movement
of the lever relative to the support body in a first direction operates the brake through a
brake cable (142) that is directly connected to an intermediate body (made up from
elements 130 and 160) that is arranged between the support body and the single lever
and moves with the single lever (see figures, the intermediate body as interpreted

above would move with the single lever during braking), and movement of the lever
relative to the support body in a second direction operates the derailleur (see figures).
Tsumiyama et al. fails to explicitly disclose the function wherein the derailleur is
movable in first and second derailleur directions, and movement in each of these
derailleur directions is controlled by movement of the lever in the second direction;
wherein movement of the lever by a predetermined distance in the second direction
moves the derailleur in the first derailleur direction, and movement of the lever by a
greater predetermined distance in the second direction moves the derailleur in the
second derailleur direction, which is substantially opposite to the first derailleur
direction.
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Jordan et al. teaches the functional concept of using a control device which
comprises wherein the derailleur is movable in first and second derailleur directions,
and movement in each of these derailleur directions is controlled by movement of the
lever in the second direction; wherein movement of the lever by a predetermined
distance in the second direction moves the derailleur in the first derailleur direction, and
movement of the lever by a greater predetermined distance in the second direction
moves the derailleur in the second derailleur direction, which is substantially opposite to

the first derailleur direction (see paragraph 2).
It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the
invention was made to have modified the control device disclosed by Tsumiyama et al.
to allow for upshifting and downshifting of a single lever in one direction, as taught by

Jordan et al., for the purpose of relieving discomfort and loss of control which may
result when shifting in a mechanism which requires an operators fingers to alternate

sides of the lever (paragraph 2 in Jordan).
Regarding claim 50, Tsumiyama et al. a control device comprising a support
body (11) configured to be fixed to the handlebar, a lever (150) movably connected to
the support body and operatively associated with both a brake and a gear shift
mechanism, and an intermediate shaft (310) having a first end (bottom end) rotatably
connected to a main shaft (131) associated with the single lever (shaft 310 is rotatably
connected to the main shaft 131 since it rotates along with derailleur components about
131) and a second end (other half of 310 makes up the second end) slidably connected
to a derailleur component (inner components of the gear shifting device; note the
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second end as interpreted is capable of sliding with respect to the gearshift mechanism
at least upon assembly and therefore it is considered slidably connected to
them),wherein movement of the lever relative to the support body in a first direction
operates the brake through a brake cable (142) that is directly connected to an
intermediate body (made up from elements 130 and 160) that is arranged between the
support body and the single lever and moves with the single lever (see figures, the

intermediate body as interpreted above would move with the single lever during
braking), and movement of the lever relative to the support body in a second direction

operates the derailleur (see figures).
Tsumiyama et al. fails to explicitly the function wherein the gearshift mechanism
is configured to carry out an upwards gearshift or a downwards gearshift, depending on
a distance of the movement of the lever in the second direction.
Jordan et al. teaches the functional concept of using a control device in which the
gearshift mechanism is configured to carry out an upwards gearshift or a downwards
gearshift, depending on a distance of the movement of the lever in the second direction.

(see paragraph 2).
It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the
invention was made to have modified the control device disclosed by Tsumiyama et al.
to allow for upshifting and downshifting of a single lever in one direction, as taught by

Jordan et al., for the purpose of relieving discomfort and loss of control which may result
when shifting in a mechanism which requires an operators fingers to alternate sides of
the lever (paragraph 2 in Jordan).
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Claims 1-8, 10, 46-50 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being
unpatentable over Dal Pra’ (EP 1739001 A) in view of Jordan et al. (USpgpub

20060207375).
Regarding claim 1, Dal Pra' discloses a control device comprising a support body

(19) configured to be fixed to a handlebar (2) of the bicycle, a single lever (9; Note parts
9 and 10 could also be interpreted as a single lever made of two parts) movably
connected to the support body and operatively associated with both the brake and the
derailleur (it is capable of operating both brake and derailleur), and an intermediate

shaft (23) having a first end rotatably connected to a main shaft (27) associated with the
single lever and a second end slidably connected to a derailleur component (21 ),
wherein the single lever: has a rest position in which it is inactive (see fig.2), moves in a
first direction relative to the support body to operate the brake (lever 3 moves to allow
braking to occur) through a brake cable (16) that is directly connected to an
intermediate body (13) that is arranged between the support body and the single lever

and moves with the single lever (see fig.4).
Dal Pra’ fails to explicitly disclose the function that the single shifting lever moves
in a second direction relative to the support body, by a first distance to operate the
derailleur in a first derailleur direction and by a second distance to operate the derailleur

in a second derailleur direction.
Jordan et al. teaches the functional concept of using a single shift lever (36) that
moves in a second direction relative to a support body, by a first distance to operate the
derailleur in a first derailleur direction and by a second to operate the derailleur in a
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second derailleur direction for the purpose of relieving discomfort and loss of control
which may result when shifting in a mechanism which requires an operators fingers to

alternate sides of the lever (see paragraph 2).
It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified the shift levers disclosed by Dal Pra’ to allow for
upshifting and downshifting by a single shift lever (9) in one direction, as taught by

Jordan et al., for the purpose of relieving discomfort and loss of control which may result
when shifting in a mechanism which requires an operators fingers to alternate sides of
the lever (paragraph 2 in Jordan). In addition, this would provide the predictable result of

simplifying the control device since only one lever will be used as a result of the
combination because the second shift lever would not be needed. In addition, such a
modification would provide the predictable result of allowing the multipart single lever
disclosed by Dal Pra' to be configured as a one-piece single lever since there would not
be any need for a separate releasing component. It is further noted that a person of
ordinary skill in the art would have the creativity necessary to combine the concepts
together.
It is further noted that there is no particular structure being claimed that allows for

these functions to occur such that in essence it appears that Applicant is pursuing a
claim over every possible embodiment capable of performing the stated functions.

Regarding claim 2, Dal Pra’ in view of Jordan discloses the second direction is
substantially perpendicular to the first direction (see figures, braking direction is

perpendicular to shifting direction).
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Regarding claim 3, Jordan et al. discloses the movement of the derailleur in the
first derailleur direction corresponds to downward gear shifting and the movement of the

derailleur in the second derailleur direction corresponds to upward gear shifting
(paragraph 20).

Regarding claim 4, Jordan et al. discloses the claimed invention except for
explicitly disclosing the movement of the derailleur in the first derailleur direction
corresponds to upward gear shifting and the movement of the derailleur in the second
derailleur direction corresponds to downward gear shifting. It would have been obvious
to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have
reversed the parts necessary to switch the function of the first derailleur direction and
the second derailleur direction, since it has been held that a mere reversal of parts
would have been an obvious expedient.
Regarding claim 5, Dal Pra’ in view of Jordan et al. discloses the support body [is
configured to be gripped in a hand.]
Regarding claim 6, Dal Pra’ discloses the intermediate body is supported so that
it can move in rotation with respect to the support body about a first rotational axis (axis

through 14), said single lever moves in rotation with respect to the intermediate body
about a second rotational axis (axis through 21), different from the first.
Regarding claim 7, Dal Pra’ discloses wherein when the single lever is in the rest
position, said second rotational axis is substantially perpendicular to said first rotational
axis (the axis are perpendicular)
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Regarding claim 8, Dal Pra’ discloses said first rotational axis is substantially
horizontal with respect to a surface that the bicycle is traveling on (the first rotational

axis is horizontal, see figures).
Regarding claim 10, Dal Pra’ discloses the intermediate body comprises a seat
(16a) for receiving a widened head of a brake control cable.
Regarding claim 46, Dal Pra’ discloses a control device comprising a single lever
(9) movably connected to a support body and operatively associated with both a brake
and a derailleur, an intermediate shaft (23) having a first end rotatably connected to a

main shaft (27) associated with the single lever and a second end slidably connected to
a derailleur component (21 ), wherein the single lever: has a rest position (seen in
figures), moves in a first direction relative to the support body to operate the brake
(moves to allow braking) through a brake cable (16) that is directly connected to an
intermediate body (13) that is arranged between the support body and the single lever

and moves with the single lever (see fig.4).
Dal Pra’ fails to explicitly disclose the function that the single lever moves in a
second direction, by a first distance that moves the derailleur in a first derailleur

direction, and by a second distance that moves the derailleur in the second derailleur
direction.

Jordan et al. teaches the functional concept of using a single shift lever (36) that
moves in a second direction relative to the support body, different from the first
direction, by a first distance to operate the derailleur in a first derailleur direction and by

a second distance different from the first distance to operate the derailleur in a second
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derailleur direction for the purpose of relieving discomfort and loss of control which may
result when shifting in a mechanism which requires an operators fingers to alternate

sides of the lever (see paragraph 2).
It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the
invention was made to have modified the control device disclosed by Dal Pra’ to allow

for upshifting and downshifting through the use of a single lever (9) rotating in one
direction, as taught by Jordan et al., for the purpose of relieving discomfort and loss of
control which may result when shifting in a mechanism which requires an operators
fingers to alternate sides of the lever (paragraph 2 in Jordan).
In addition, such a modification would provide the predictable result of allowing
the multipart single lever disclosed by Dal Pra' to be configured as a one-piece single
lever since there would not be any need for a separate releasing component. It is further
noted that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have the creativity necessary to
combine the concepts together.
It is further noted that there is no particular structure being claimed that allows for

these functions to occur such that in essence it appears that Applicant is pursuing a
claim over every possible embodiment capable of performing the stated functions.
Regarding claim 47, Dal Pra’ in view of Jordan et al. discloses a cable-winding
bush (23a), supported so that it rotates on the support body, on which bush a derailleur
control cable (24) is wound, an indexing mechanism (gearing and pawls) that comprises
a gear wheel supported so that it can move in rotation on the intermediate body
between a predetermined number of predetermined angular positions corresponding to
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the desired positions of the derailleur, a transmission mechanism (80) between the
cable-winding bush and the gear wheel of the indexing mechanism, that causes a
rotation of the gear wheel to correspond to a rotation of the cable-winding bush.
Regarding claim 48, Dal Pra’ discloses wherein the transmission mechanism
comprises a sliding connection (80 is capable of allowing movement of the members
during assembly) that allows substantially linear movement of said indexing mechanism

with respect to said cable-winding bush.
Regarding claim 49, Dal Pra’ a control device comprising a support body (19)
configured to be fixed to the handlebar, a lever (9) movably connected to the support
body and operatively associated with both a brake and a derailleur, an intermediate

shaft (23) having a first end rotatably connected to a main shaft (27) associated with the
single lever and a second end slidably connected to a derailleur component (21 ),
wherein movement of the lever relative to the support body in a first direction operates
the brake through a brake cable (16) that is directly connected to an intermediate body
(13) that is arranged between the support body and the single lever and moves with the

single lever (see fig.4), and movement of the lever relative to the support body in a
second direction operates the derailleur (see figures).
Dal Pra’ fails to explicitly disclose the function wherein the derailleur is movable
in first and second derailleur directions, and movement in each of these derailleur
directions is controlled by movement of the lever in the second direction; wherein

movement of the lever by a predetermined distance in the second direction moves the
derailleur in the first derailleur direction, and movement of the lever by a greater
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predetermined distance in the second direction moves the derailleur in the second
derailleur direction, which is substantially opposite to the first derailleur direction.
Jordan et al. teaches the functional concept wherein the derailleur is movable in
first and second derailleur directions, and movement in each of these derailleur
directions is controlled by movement of a single shift lever in the second direction;
wherein movement of the lever by a predetermined distance in the second direction

moves the derailleur in the first derailleur direction, and movement of the lever by a
greater predetermined distance in the second direction moves the derailleur in the
second derailleur direction, which is substantially opposite to the first derailleur direction

(see paragraph 2).
It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the
invention was made to have modified the control device disclosed by Dal Pra’ to allow

for upshifting and downshifting through the use of a single lever (9) rotating in one
direction, as taught by Jordan et al., for the purpose of relieving discomfort and loss of
control which may result when shifting in a mechanism which requires an operators
fingers to alternate sides of the lever (paragraph 2 in Jordan).
In addition, such a modification would provide the predictable result of allowing
the multipart single lever disclosed by Dal Pra' to be configured as a one-piece single
lever since there would not be any need for a separate releasing component. It is further
noted that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have the creativity necessary to

combine the concepts together.
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It is further noted that there is no particular structure being claimed that allows for
these functions to occur such that in essence it appears that Applicant is pursuing a
claim over every possible embodiment capable of performing the stated functions.
Regarding claim 50, Dal Pra’ discloses a control device comprising a support
body (19) configured to be fixed to the handlebar, a lever (9) movably connected to the
support body and operatively associated with both a brake and a derailleur, an

intermediate shaft (23) having a first end rotatably connected to a main shaft (27)
associated with the single lever and a second end slidably connected to a derailleur

component (21), wherein movement of the lever relative to the support body in a first
direction operates the brake through a brake cable (16) that is directly connected to an
intermediate body (13) that is arranged between the support body and the single lever

and moves with the single lever (see fig.4), and movement of the lever relative to the
support body in a second direction operates the derailleur (see figures).
Dal Pra’ fails to explicitly disclose the function wherein the gearshift mechanism
is configured to carry out an upwards gearshift or a downwards gearshift, depending on
a distance of the movement of the lever in the second direction. Dal Pra’ makes use of

two shift levers instead of one.
Jordan et al. teaches the functional concept wherein the gearshift mechanism is
configured to carry out an upwards gearshift or a downwards gearshift, depending on a

distance of the movement of a single shift lever in the second direction. (see paragraph

2).
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It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the
invention was made to have modified the control device disclosed by Dal Pra’ to allow

for upshifting and downshifting through the use of a single lever (9) rotating in one
direction, as taught by Jordan et al., for the purpose of relieving discomfort and loss of
control which may result when shifting in a mechanism which requires an operators
fingers to alternate sides of the lever (paragraph 2 in Jordan).
In addition, such a modification would provide the predictable result of allowing
the multipart single lever disclosed by Dal Pra' to be configured as a one-piece single
lever since there would not be any need for a separate releasing component. It is further
noted that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have the creativity necessary to
combine the concepts together.
It is further noted that there is no particular structure being claimed that allows for

these functions to occur such that in essence it appears that Applicant is pursuing a
claim over every possible embodiment capable of performing the stated functions.

Allowable Subject Matter
Claims 11-25 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base claim,

but would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of
the base claim and any intervening claims.
Response to Arguments
Applicant's arguments filed 08/29/2012 have been fully considered but they are
not persuasive.
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Applicant argues that Tsumiyama fails to show an intermediate shaft as claimed
in the independent claims. However, given the new interpretation to the independent
claims based on the broadest and most reasonable interpretation of these claims,

Tsumiyama indeed discloses the intermediate shaft. See the rejection above.
Applicant further argues that Tsumiyama fails to disclose the newly added
amendments stating that a brake cable is directly connected to an intermediate body.
However, given the interpretation of the intermediate body made above, Tsumiyama
indeed discloses a brake cable (142) that is directly connected to an intermediate body
(made up from elements 130 and 160) that is arranged between the support body and
the single lever and moves with the single lever (see figures, the intermediate body as
interpreted above would move with the single lever during braking).
Applicant makes a piecemeal analysis of Jordan by stating that Jordan fails to
disclose a single lever that operates both a brake and derailleur. However, Jordan is not
being used for this aspect of the invention because Tsumiyama already discloses a
single lever that operates both a brake and a derailleur. Instead Jordan is being used to
teach that the shifting mechanism could be changed so as to function by allowing the

upshifting and downshifting of the lever to occur in a single direction.
In response to applicant's arguments against the references individually, one
cannot show nonobviousness by attacking references individually where the rejections

are based on combinations of references. See In re Keller, 642 F.2d 413, 208
USPQ 871 (CCPA 1981); In re Merck& Co., 800 F.2d 1091, 231 USPQ 375 (Fed. Cir.

1986).
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Regarding Dal Pra’ in view of Jordan, Applicant once again makes a piecemeal
analysis of Jordan by arguing that Jordan fails to disclose a single lever controlling the

brake and shifting mechanisms. However, this feature is already disclosed in Dal Pra’
which makes use of a single lever 9 that can perform braking and shifting functions.
However, because Dal Pra’ uses two levers to shift, Jordan is being used to change the
shifting mechanism in Dal Pra' to make use a single lever which would thereby result in
a single shifting and braking lever. Once again, a person having ordinary skill in the art
would have the creativity necessary to make such a modification based on the
teachings provided in the prior art. The level of creativity or ordinary skill in the art is
further evidenced by the fact that Applicant does not claim the particular structure that

allows for the stated functions to occur which means that Applicant is taking the position
that one having ordinary skill in the art would understand all the possible embodiments
capable of performing the stated functions based on the claim language.
In response to applicant's argument that any further combination of references
would require substantial reconstruction of the combined device, the test for
obviousness is not whether the features of a secondary reference may be bodily
incorporated into the structure of the primary reference; nor is it that the claimed
invention must be expressly suggested in any one or all of the references. Rather, the

test is what the combined teachings of the references would have suggested to those of
ordinary skill in the art. See In re Keller, 642 F.2d 413, 208 USPQ 871 (CCPA 1981).
In addition, the proposed modification would not change the basic principle under which
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the primary reference construction was designed to operate. The basic principle being a
bicycle control device to perform braking and shifting operations.

Conclusion
The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to
applicant's disclosure. Prior art includes similar assemblies.
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